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ABSTRACT

Gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events at 1 AU are produced by coronal/interplanetary shocks
driven by coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Fast (vCMEe900 km s�1) CMEs might produce stronger shocks in
solar slow-wind regions, where the flow and fast-mode MHDwave speeds are low, than in fast-wind regions,
where those speeds are much higher. At 1 AU the O+7/O+6 ratios distinguish between those two kinds of
wind streams. We use the 20 MeV proton event intensities from the EPACT instrument onWind, the associ-
ated CMEs observed with the LASCO coronagraph on SOHO, and the ACE SWICS solar wind values of
O+7/O+6 to look for variations of peak SEP intensities as a function of O+7/O+6. No significant dependence
of the SEP intensities on O+7/O+6 is found for either poorly connected or well-connected CME source
regions or for different CME speed ranges. However, in the 3 yr study period we find only five cases of SEP
events in fast wind, defined by regions of Oþ7=Oþ6 < 0:15. We suggest that in coronal holes SEP acceleration
may take place only in the plume regions, where the flow andAlfvén speeds are low. A broad range of angular
widths are associated with fast (vCME � 900 km s�1) CMEs, but we find that no fast CMEs with widths less
than 60� are associated with SEP events. On the other hand, nearly all fast halo CMEs are associated with
SEP events. Thus, the CME widths are more important in SEP production than previously thought, but the
speed of the solar wind source regions in which SEPs are produced may not be a factor.

Subject headings: solar wind — Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) — Sun: particle emission

1. INTRODUCTION

Gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events at 1 AU are
understood to originate in coronal and interplanetary
shocks driven by fast (vCMEe700 km s�1) coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs; Reames 1999; Kahler 2001). In these SEP
events a general correlation between the logs of the peak
SEP intensities I and the logs of vCME of the associated
CMEs is found (e.g., Kahler 2001). In these correlations,
however, a considerable scatter of about 4 orders of magni-
tude in the peak SEP intensities corresponding to a given
CME speed range is also found. This suggests that while the
speed of the CME driving the shock is an important factor
in determining the resulting peak SEP intensity, other signif-
icant factors are involved.

Kahler (2001) investigated two such candidate factors,
the variations of energy spectra among SEP events and the
presence of enhanced ambient SEP intensities. In the first
case, comparing E > 10 MeV and E > 60 MeV peak inten-
sities of SEP events observed with the GOES spacecraft, he
found that the spectral variations accounted for at least 1 of
the 4 orders of magnitude in the log I= log vCME variation. If
a perfect correlation between log vCME and log I were found
at one energy, 10 MeV for example, then for 60 MeV the
peak intensities of the events would range over at least an
order of magnitude at a given value of vCME. In addition,
correlations were also found between logs of peak SEP
intensities and logs of ambient, i.e., pre-event, SEP inten-
sities. This result would be expected if the enhanced ambient
SEPs served as seed particles for CME-driven shocks,

effectively making those shocks more efficient than
shocks operating only on thermal coronal and solar wind
material.

We now consider another factor that may play an impor-
tant role in determining whether or how efficiently fast
CMEs can drive shocks that accelerate ions. That factor is
the variation of the CME speeds required to drive shocks in
different coronal regions. The corona supports two kinds of
solar wind flows, the fast wind that arises along the open
magnetic fields of coronal holes (CHs) and the slow wind
that arises at boundaries of CHs and over closed field struc-
tures (Wang et al. 1996; Schwadron, Fisk, & Zurbuchen
1999; Posner et al. 2001). The characteristic widths of CMEs
are �60� (St. Cyr et al. 2000) and typically extend over sev-
eral kinds of coronal source regions (Subramanian et al.
1999).

Several observational results suggest that SEP accelera-
tion is limited to the slow wind near the Sun. The first is that
kilometric type II radio bursts, resulting from CME-driven
shocks, lie predominately in high-density regions character-
istic of the slow wind (Reiner et al. 1998). The second is that
abundance enhancements of elements with low first ioniza-
tion potential (FIP) are larger in SEPs than in energetic par-
ticles produced in corotating interaction region (CIR)
reverse shocks (Reames, Richardson, & Barbier 1991; Fränz
et al. 1999; Reames 2001). The reverse shocks are produced
in the fast-wind streams by the flow of fast streams into pre-
ceding slow streams, and they accelerate particles out of
only the fast streams. The generally lower enhancements of
low-FIP elements in those energetic particles accelerated
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from fast streams contrast with the more highly enhanced
low-FIP abundances of SEP populations.

1.1. Characteristic Speeds in the SolarMinimumCorona

To produce a shock, the CME driving through the ambi-
ent solar wind must satisfy the condition vCME > vflowþ
vfast, where vflow is the solar wind flow speed and vfast is the
solar wind MHD fast-mode speed in the solar wind frame
along the line of propagation of the CME. For the corona
we can take vfast � ðv2A þ c2s Þ1=2 (Wang, Lean, & Sheeley
2000), where vA is the Alfvén speed and cs is the sound
speed. In the corona cs � 170 km s�1 (Lang 1974).

Height profiles of vflow have been deduced for the polar
CH fast-wind regions from the Ultraviolet Coronagraph
Spectrometer (UVCS) on the Solar and Heliospheric Obser-
vatory (SOHO) by Kohl et al. (1998) and Li et al. (1998).
Coronal slow-wind speed profiles have been derived from
UVCS streamer-belt observations (Strachan et al. 2002) and
from observations of white-light blobs that originate at
about 3–4R� (Sheeley et al. 1997). These observations show
that within 10 R� the fast-wind flow speeds exceed those of
the slow wind, although the scatter in the latter values and
the model dependence of the former make direct compari-
sons difficult. We can also appeal to the semiempirical mod-
els of Sittler & Guhathakurta (1999a, 1999b), which show
that in the fast-wind region over the poles the flow speed can
exceed 400 km s�1, while in the equatorial plane the flow
speeds are less than 100 km s�1 at 4 R�. Figure 1a, repro-
duced from Guhathakurta, Sittler, & McComas (1999),
makes clear the strong difference of speed profiles for the
two limiting cases. Qualitatively similar results are seen in
the coronal models of Wang et al. (1998, their Fig. 6) and of
Suess et al. (1999, their Fig. 4).

The determination of vfast is made difficult by the lack of
coronal magnetic field measurements. Here again we appeal
to coronal models that show explicitly the spatial distribu-
tions of either the Alfvén speed vA or the plasma �. Since
� � 2ðcs=vAÞ2, we see that we can estimate the variation in
vfast from any given variation in � if we assume that varia-
tions in the temperature between the fast and slow wind are
minimal and that cs � 170 km s�1 throughout the corona.
Various models showing the spatial variations of � from
polar CH to equatorial streamer (e.g., Fig. 1c of Sittler &
Guhathakurta 1999a, Fig. 11a of Sittler & Guhathakurta
1999b, Fig. 2 of Suess & Nerney 2002, and Fig. 5b of Wang
et al. 1998) consistently show � ranging from �10�2 in the
polar region to e3 in streamers. Suess et al. (1999) found
� > 1 everywhere above 1.5R� in their model streamer, and
Gary (2001) has pointed out that in active regions � > 1
above �1.2 R�. Assuming a nominal value of cs ¼ 170 km
s�1 and taking values of � more typical of 2–10 R�, these
results suggest that vfast ranges from e5000 km s�1 in CHs
tod 300 km s�1 in streamers and above active regions, con-
sistent with the plots of vA of Figure 1.

Combining vfast and vflow to determine the required CME
speeds to drive shocks, we estimate that they range from
d500 km s�1 in streamers to e5000 km s�1 outside
streamer regions. We therefore would expect that at least in
the region 1.5–10 R�, where SEP acceleration and injection
begins (Kahler 1994), shock formation and SEP production
would be confined to slow-wind regions, except for the
exceptionally fast (vCMEe2000 km s�1) CMEs. Another
possibility is that while shocks form in both solar wind

regions, they have higher Mach numbers and compression
ratios in the slow wind, resulting in harder SEP energy spec-
tra (Jones & Ellison 1991).

1.2. TheO+7/O+6 SolarWind Signature

The boundaries between the slow and fast solar winds
during the first southern polar pass of theUlysses spacecraft
were distinguished by relatively sharp spatial boundaries of
the values of O+7/O+6, Mg/O, and Fe/O in the SWICS
instrument (Geiss et al. 1995). The ratio O+7/O+6, in partic-
ular, implied freeze-in temperatures of either �1.6 MK in a
slow wind or �1.3 MK in a fast wind. The corresponding
wind-speed profiles at the boundaries were much more
gradual, having been washed out by stream-stream dynam-
ics. Longer time averages of the Ulysses O+7/O+6 observa-
tions showed a simple low-temperature freezing-in process
for the fast wind but a more complicated range of high
charge states for the slow wind (von Steiger et al. 2000).

The O+7/O+6 ratios have also been examined in transient
solar wind flows. A study of 56 interplanetary CMEs
(ICMEs) observed with the Ulysses spacecraft showed that
the ratios in ICMEs with magnetic cloud structures were
enhanced, while ratios in ICMEs without cloud structures
were usually unchanged in comparison to the ambient solar
wind (Henke et al. 2001). In a more limited study of ICMEs

Fig. 1.—Plots of flow speeds (top) and vA (bottom) for polar and equato-
rial sources of the fast and slow wind, respectively. Adapted from the semi-
empirical model of Guhathakurta et al. (1999).
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with observations from the ACE spacecraft Burlaga et al.
(2001) found Oþ7=Oþ6 > 1 for all four magnetic clouds and
>0.7 for four of the five complex ejecta. These results show
that the O+7/O+6 signatures of transient flows either match
those of the surrounding corotating wind streams or are
enhanced, reflecting solar sources similar to the those of the
slow wind.

1.3. Characteristic Speeds and theO+7/O+6 Signature at
SolarMaximum

We have to be careful in extending the observations and
models of CHs at solar minimum to the conditions near
solar maximum, which characterize the observations of this
study. Miralles et al. (2001) found that the O+5 outflow
velocities below 3 R� in a large equatorial CH observed in
1999 were 3–4 times lower than those of the polar CHs at
solar minimum, although the associated wind speeds at
1 AU were comparable to within �15% of those at solar
minimum. Thus, for high-speed streams at solar maximum
it appears that vflow in the low corona is significantly lower
than at solar minimum, but must reach comparable values
at some point in the acceleration region, which is not pres-
ently clear.

The variation of vfast between the polar CHs at solar max-
imum and the equatorial CHs at solar minimum should be
small. Since v2A scales as B2=ne, the basic question is how B
and ne vary between the polar and equatorial CHs. The
modeling analysis of Miralles et al. (2001) indicated that the
density ne of the 1999 equatorial CHwas several times larger
than that of the polar CHs. As Wang et al. (2000) note, the
fraction of the Sun’s surface covered by CHs is �4 times
larger at solar minimum than at solar maximum, while the
average CH field is �4 times larger at solar maximum than
at solar minimum. Thus, the larger fields and densities
should result in at least comparable values of vA and vfast for
the equatorial CHs. The result is that the large disparity in
vfast between coronal slow-wind and fast-wind sources can
be expected to exist during solar maximum as well as at
solar minimum.

The O+7/O+6 ratios have been examined in several Ulys-
ses comparative studies of fast-wind streams at solar maxi-
mum and minimum.McComas, Elliot, & von Steiger (2002)
examined nine high-latitude fast-wind streams from CHs in
2000–2001 and found low O+7/O+6 temperatures at the
peaks of the streams comparable to those found for the
faster high-speed streams at solar minimum. Zurbuchen et
al. (2002) found that the bimodal speed and O+7/O+6 distri-
butions of the first Ulysses orbit at solar minimum were
replaced by single-peaked distributions during comparable
times of the second orbit at solar maximum. However, the
elemental composition observed when Oþ7=Oþ6 < 0:1 had
a relative enhancement of the elements with low FIP of only
1.82, characteristic of high-speed wind and significantly
lower than that of 2.57, observed when Oþ7=Oþ6 > 0:1. In a
study of four solar rotations during the 1998–2001 period
Neugebauer et al. (2002) also found that solar wind map-
ping back to CHs had lower O+7/O+6 ratios than solar wind
that mapped back to active regions. These studies indicate
that although the very low (d 0.03) O+7/O+6 ratios defining
high-speed streams at solar minimum are rarely observed at
solar maximum, O+7/O+6 ratios can still be used as markers
of high-speed streams at solar maximum, particularly if
Oþ7=Oþ6 < 0:1.

We can test the proposition that fast-wind regions are less
favorable for CME-driven shocks and consequent SEP
events by asking whether we see more or larger SEP events
from fast CMEs when the Earth lies in a slow-wind region.
The O+7/O+6 signature at 1 AU will be used to determine
the type of solar wind, although we know from the ACE
results (Zurbuchen et al. 2002) that we will not encounter
the bimodal O+7/O+6 distribution seen on the first orbit of
Ulysses. The cartoon in Figure 2 shows that the solar wind
region observed at 1 AU extends back to the corona, where
the CME shock must accelerate the SEPs subsequently
observed at 1 AU. Thus, any SEPs observed in a fast-wind
stream must have been accelerated in that same stream near
the Sun. A CME of a given speed may drive a shock in the
slow-wind region, but not in the fast-wind region.

Fig. 2.—Cartoon showing the connection of a slow-wind region at 1 AU
to the coronal source region with an embedded streamer. The CME extends
over both slow- and fast-wind regions. Unless the CME speed vCME is
extremely fast, the preceding wave disturbance might be expected to pro-
duce a shock only in the slow-wind regions in which vflow þ vfast < vCME.
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2. DATA ANALYSIS

We first selected from the Web page1 maintained by the
Catholic University all fast (vCME � 900 km s�1 from linear
height-time plots) CMEs with either western hemisphere
position angles or halos observed by the Large Angle Spec-
troscopic Coronagraph (LASCO; Brueckner et al. 1995) on
the SOHO spacecraft. The CME location criterion was
chosen to optimize the solar magnetic connection of the
Earth. In addition, we selected all CMEs associated with
20 MeV proton SEP events observed in the Energetic Par-
ticles: Acceleration, Composition, and Transport (EPACT;
von Rosenvinge et al. 1995) instrument onWind. The CME
associations were made by comparing the timing and loca-
tion of the CMEs with the onset times of the SEP events.
Velocity dispersion between 2 and 20MeV protons was used
to select only prompt events and exclude shock or corotat-
ing SEP events. For each of the CMEs an attempt was made
to determine the solar source region using H� flare reports
or movies from the EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT; Delabou-
diniére et al. 1995) or the Yohkoh Soft X-Ray Telescope
(SXT). When the CME source region could not be identi-
fied, the event was not used in the analysis.

The CME onset times were compared with the hourly val-
ues of the O+7/O+6 ratios of the ACE SWICS (Solar Wind
Ion Composition Spectrometer; Gloeckler et al. 1998) level
2 data.2 Since the level 2 SWICS data are available only
from 1998 January 23, we used the inclusive 3 yr period
1998–2000 for this study. The result was a selection of 118
CMEs. Many of those CMEs could not be associated with
20 MeV EPACT SEP events, but in a few cases the ambient
SEP intensity was high at the time of the CME. We arbitra-
rily took 10�2 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1 as an ambient
intensity cutoff above which the SEP association of a CME
was considered indeterminate. Eleven such cases reduced
the CME sample to 107, with associated solar source
longitudes ranging from the eastern hemisphere to just
behind the west limb. For the purpose of plotting those
cases of fast CMEs with no associated SEP events we set
Ið20 MeVÞ ¼ 3� 10�4 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1, near
the quiet-time background.

The direct propagation time of 20 MeV protons from the
Sun to the Earth is d1 hr, so each of the CME onset times
was plotted on the corresponding Bartels 27 day plot of
hourly averages of O+7/O+6, and the approximate value of
O+7/O+6 at the time of the CMEwas determined. An exam-
ple is shown in Figure 3. We then plotted the logs of the
peak 20 MeV SEP intensities I(20 MeV) against the associ-
ated logs of O+7/O+6 to look for a correlation, which we
might expect to be positive; i.e., a high value of O+7/O+6,
indicating a slow solar wind, would be more likely to be
associated with a larger I(20 MeV). We first selected all
CMEs with solar source associations from W30� to behind
the west limb, a total of 75 CMEs, as the population with a
good magnetic connection to Earth and show the result in
Figure 4. There is clearly no correlation in the plot, as indi-
cated in Table 1. We then separated those CMEs into three
groups: 900 � vCME < 1000 km s�1, 1000 < vCME < 1200
km s�1, and vCME � 1200 km s�1. We plotted values of
log Ið20 MeVÞ against log ðOþ7=Oþ6Þ for each group to see

whether the CMEs of lower speeds might show some corre-
lation not present in the group of CMEs of faster speeds. As
shown in Table 1, we found no significant correlation in any
speed group.

Since most CMEs associated with SEP events appeared
to have large angular widths, we plotted log Ið20 MeVÞ
against the CME widths, as shown in Figure 5. The narrow-
est CME associated with an SEP event had a width of 54�;
that CME was associated with an impulsive Z-rich SEP

1 The site is located at http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa. gov/CME_list.
2 Posted on theWeb pagehttp://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/

ASC/level2/lvl2DATA_SWICS_SWIMS.html.

Fig. 3.—Example of the 27 day plot of hourly averages of O+7/O+6 from
theACE SWICS experiment for Bartels rotation 2269. Superposed times of
fast (v � 900 km s�1) CMEs from the study are shown as vertical dotted
lines. The numbers 1–6 correspond to the following 1999 CME dates and
onset times: (1) October 13 at 21:06 UT, (2) October 14 at 09:26 UT, (3)
October 18 at 02:06 UT, (4) October 18 at 14:26 UT, (5) October 23 at 01:26
UT, and (6) October 24 at 11:26 UT. Only CME 2 was associated with an
SEP event.
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Fig. 4.—Plot of log Ið20 MeVÞ vs. log ðOþ7=Oþ6Þ for all CMEs of the
study with source regions located from W30� to beyond the west limb.
When no associated SEP event was found, log Ið20 MeVÞ was set at �3.52
for the CME. The solid line is the least-squares best fit to the data.
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event on 2000May 1 (Kahler, Reames, & Sheeley 2001) and
was therefore not a proper gradual SEP event, although we
have treated it as such here. All 20 CMEs narrower than 54�

were not associated with SEP events. If we count the May 1
event as not associated with an SEP event, then all 23 CMEs
narrower than 60� are not SEP-associated. On the other
hand, only two of the 16 halo (360�) events were not SEP-
associated. This suggests that CME width is an important
parameter in understanding the association between fast
CMEs and SEP events.

We deleted the 20 narrow (<54�) CMEs and calculated
the log Ið20 MeVÞ versus log ðOþ7=Oþ6Þ correlations for the
remaining 55 CMEs and for the individual speed groups,
but the results, shown in Table 1, were similar to those with
the narrow CMEs. As a final test for any correlation
between log Ið20 MeVÞ and log ðOþ7=Oþ6Þ, we divided all
the CMEs between a group of 50 CMEs with well-connected
source regions ofW46�–W90� and a group of 57 CMEs with
poorly-connected source regions of all remaining longi-

tudes. The non-SEP CMEs were removed from each group
and correlation coefficients were again calculated. The
results, given in Table 1, show once again that no correla-
tion is found between log Ið20 MeVÞ and log ðOþ7=Oþ6Þ for
any of these CME groups.

To confirm that we had clear cases of fast CMEs with the
Earth in fast-wind regions, we have listed all such cases in
Table 2, in which we have considered all 107 CMEs of the
sample except for the 23 CMEs not wider than 60�. We take
Oþ7=Oþ6 < 0:15 (T. Zurbuchen 2002, private communica-
tion) to indicate fast-wind regions. The time of first appear-
ance and the speed of the CME are given in the second and
third columns. In addition, we separately examined the
ACE solar wind parameters to select periods that were
clearly fast-wind streams based on peak speeds greater than
500 km s�1, low electron densities and magnetic-field inten-
sities, and enhanced proton temperatures. The selected peri-
ods of fast-wind streams generally coincided with low
values of O+7/O+6. Whether the Earth was in one of the
selected periods of fast-wind streams at the time of a fast
CME is given in the last column of Table 2. The table entries
are ordered by longitude, with the last three behind the west
limb. The three events of 1999 October, one of which was a
SEP event, are indicated in Figure 3 as event numbers 2, 5,
and 6.

Five of the 11 CMEs of Table 2 were associated with SEP
events; upper limits to the 20 MeV SEP intensities are given
for the six others. Three of the five CMEs with SEP events
appeared in solar wind with clear fast-wind signatures. To
determine whether higher CME speeds might be required to
produce SEP events in the fast-wind streams, we compare
the 11 events of Table 2 with those of the remaining 73
CMEs for which O+7/O+6 � 0.15. For the latter group, the
median speed of the 56 CMEs with SEP events was 1103 km
s�1 and for the 17 CMEs without SEP events 1017 km s�1.
For the CMEs of Table 2 the median speed of the five CMEs
with SEP events was 1336 km s�1 and for the six CMEs
without SEP events, 1070 km s�1. Comparing the 11 CMEs
of Table 2 with the remaining 73 CMEs, we therefore find
that fast CMEs in fast-wind regions are less likely to be
associated with SEP events and if associated, have higher
CME speeds. However, the limited numbers of events in
Table 2 obviously preclude a definitive conclusion on these
associations.

TABLE 1

Correlation Coefficients (CC) and Probabilities (CP) of Plots

CMEGroup Plot CMEs CC CP

W30� toWL........................................................... log I vs. CMEwidth 75 0.597 >0.999

log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 75 0.075 0.52

W30� toWL and 900 � v < 1000 km s�1................ log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 31 0.067 0.72

W30� toWL and 1000 � v < 1200 km s�1.............. log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 20 0.132 0.58

W30� toWL and v � 1200 km s�1 .......................... log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 24 0.125 0.56

WideW30� toWL.................................................. log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 55 0.036 0.21

WideW30� toWL and 900 � v < 1000 km s�1....... log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 23 0.087 0.31

WideW30� toWL and 1000 � v < 1200 km s�1..... log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 14 0.160 0.42

WideW30� toWL and v � 1200 km s�1 ................. log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 18 0.168 0.50

W46� toW90� ........................................................ log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 50 0.045 0.24

OutsideW46� toW90� ........................................... log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 57 0.128 0.65

SEP-associated fromW46� toW90� ....................... log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 28 0.170 0.61

log R vs. log (O+7/O+6) 25 0.201 0.64

SEP-associated outsideW46� toW90� ................... log I vs. log (O+7/O+6) 34 0.164 0.65

log R vs. log (O+7/O+6) 33 0.190 0.71
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Fig. 5.—Plot of log Ið20 MeVÞ vs. CME width for the 75 CMEs with
solar source associations from W30� to behind the west limb. Of the 23
CMEs with widths less than 60� only one, on 2000 May 1, was associated
with an SEP event, which was an impulsive SEP event. The halo events are
the points at 360�. The diagonal line is the least-squares best fit to the data.
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To look for any spectral differences among the SEP events
that could be attributed to solar wind variations, we com-
pared logR with log ðOþ7=Oþ6Þ, where R ¼ Ið2 MeVÞ=
Ið20 MeVÞ. In some cases it was not possible to determine
an event value for I(2 MeV) because of high ambient 2 MeV
intensities. We did the comparisons for the well-connected
and poorly connected source regions, with the plot of the
well-connected regions of W46� to W90� shown in Figure 6.
The correlation was weakly positive, but insignificant in
both cases. Since we might expect steeper SEP spectra to be
associated with lower compression ratios of fast-wind
regions, hence with lower values of O+7/O+6, the weak cor-
relations are in the opposite sense of that expected.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. SEP Production in FastWind Regions

In the basic paradigm of gradual SEP production
(Reames 1999; Kahler 2001) SEPs are accelerated in coro-
nal/interplanetary shocks driven by fast CMEs. A basic
assumption is that the shock traverses the corona and inter-
planetary medium ahead of the leading edge of the CME.

Coronagraph observations of the effects on streamers and
raylike features of disturbances propagating away from fast
CMEs (Sheeley, Hakala, & Wang 2000) appears consistent
with this view. The measured disturbance speeds were also
faster than the nominal MHD speeds in those regions,
implying that they were shock waves. We expect that the
CME-driven disturbances will propagate throughout the
surrounding corona, forming shocks wherever the disturb-
ance speed exceeds vflow þ vfast.

The question we ask here is whether the CME-driven dis-
turbances can form shocks and accelerate SEPs above CH
regions that form the sources of fast-wind streams. Because
vflow þ vfast is expected to be characteristically much higher
in those regions than in the streamers and edges of CHs
forming the sources of the slow wind, we should expect that
shocks and SEPs are produced above CHs only by excep-
tionally fast CMEs. The five cases of SEP events occurring
in fast-wind regions defined by Oþ7=Oþ6 < 0:15 (Table 2)
are consistent with the conclusion that faster CMEs are
required to produce SEPs in fast-wind regions than in slow-
wind regions. Furthermore, if we adopt a stricter fast-wind
criterion of Oþ7=Oþ6 < 0:1 (Zurbuchen et al. 2002), then we
have only two qualifying SEP events, neither of which
occurred in a clear fast-wind region, as defined by other
solar wind parameters. In that case the confirmation of the
existence of SEP events in the fast wind would have to be
considered marginal. Because of the small sample size
involved here, we have only weak evidence that faster CMEs
are required to produce SEPs in fast-wind streams.

If SEP production does occur in CH regions, then the
SEP elemental composition would be expected to reflect
that of the fast-wind streams, as it does in the energetic par-
ticles accelerated out of the fast-wind regions in CIR reverse
shocks. Although no effort has been made specifically to
examine the composition of gradual SEP events observed
only in fast-wind streams, the average low-FIP enhance-
ments of gradual SEP events are distinctly higher than those
of the CIR shocks (Reames 1998).

In the solar corona the low-FIP enhancement over equa-
torial regions is about a factor of 4, while in polar CHs it is
less than a factor of 2 (Feldman et al. 1998). However, polar
CHs consist of relatively dense, magnetically unipolar
plumes and less dense interplume regions, so it is important
to distinguish between the two regimes. The low-FIP
enhancement of the interplume regions is less than a factor
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Fig. 6.—Plot of logR vs. log ðOþ7=Oþ6Þ for well-connected SEP events,
where R ¼ Ið2 MeVÞ=Ið20 MeVÞ. The diagonal line is the least-squares
best fit.

TABLE 2

Fast andWide (>60
�
) CMEs in Regions of O

+7
/O

+6 < 0.15

CMEDate

Time

(UT)

Speed

(km s�1) Source Region

I(20MeV)

(protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1MeV�1) O+7/O+6 FastWind?

1999May 3 .... 06:06 1584 N15�E32� 0.02 0.14 Yes

1999 Oct 14 .... 09:26 1250 N11�E32� 0.0015 0.09 No

2000 Feb 8...... 09:30 1079 N25�E26� <3(�4) 0.13 No

2000Nov 24 ... 15:30 1245 N22�W07� 1.5 0.095 No

1999Aug 28 ... 01:26 1147 S26�W16� <3(�4) 0.10 Yes

2000 Jan 28 .... 20:12 1177 S31�W17� <3(�4) 0.06 Yes

1998May 9 .... 03:35 2331 S11�W90� 0.3 0.12 Yes

1999 Oct 23 .... 01:26 1012 W90� <2(�4) 0.10 Yes

1999 Oct 24 .... 11:26 1127 NW limba <5(�4) 0.06 Yes

2000 Jun 17 .... 23:10 927 W limba <3(�4) 0.11 No

2000Oct 16 .... 07:27 1336 W limba 0.4 0.12 Yes

a Behind the west limb.
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of 2 (Doschek et al. 1998), but the low-FIP enhancement of
one polar plume observed by Skylab was up to a factor 10
(Widing & Feldman 1992). The plumes are about 1.3–1.8
times denser (with a lower vA) than the interplume regions
and fill a significant fraction of the CH volume (Cranmer et
al. 1999). However, Giordano et al. (2000) used observa-
tions with the SOHOUVCS to establish that the interplume
regions are the dominant source of the fast solar wind, with
expansion rates at 1.7 R� of 105–150 km s�1, compared to
only 0–65 km s�1 for the plumes. Of relevance to coronal
shock formation is the observation in plumes of propagat-
ing wave disturbances with speeds of 300–500 km s�1, near
the estimated vA (DeForest et al. 1997). Polar plumes are
also observed to expand with a superradial expansion factor
of �6 at 15 R� (DeForest et al. 1997) and are observed in
the fast wind as pressure-balance structures (PBSs; e.g.,
Yamauchi, Suess, & Sakurai 2002). While these results are
based on observations in polar CHs at solar minimum,
Wang & Sheeley (1995) concluded that plumes may occur in
openmagnetic regions at any latitude.

We suggest that shock formation and SEP production in
CHs and their fast-wind extensions into space occur only in
coronal plumes. The low values of both vflow and vfast that
characterize coronal plumes make them favorable sites for
the required shock formation. While definitive measure-
ments of the plume low-FIP enhancements remain to be
made, the sparse evidence suggests that plume low-FIP
enhancements, like those of the slow-wind source regions,
exceed those of the interplume regions. The superradial
expansions and large coronal volumes of plumes suggest a
broad range of injection regions of shock-accelerated SEPs
from plumes. With the low frequency f�1 turbulent spec-
trum in fast-wind regions (Goldstein et al. 1995) further sug-
gesting supra-diffusive spreading of the CH magnetic field
lines with solar distance (Ragot & Kirk 1997; Ragot 2001),
fluctuations in the subsequent SEP temporal profiles at 1
AUmight well be minimized.

The energetic ions produced in CIR shocks are drawn
from interplume flows in the fast-wind regions with small
enhancements (�2) of low-FIP elements. Thus, in our sug-
gested scenario for fast-wind regions both the CIR energetic
particles with small low-FIP enhancements and the gradual
SEPs with large low-FIP enhancements originate in solar
CHs, but they originate in different structural elements of
the CHs.

Although we argued to the contrary in x 1.3, it may be the
case that conditions for shock production in equatorial
CHs, dominant during the 1998–2000 period of our investi-
gation, are much more favorable than in the polar CHs,
dominant at solar minimum. There is perhaps some evi-
dence for this in the fact that SEP events were almost absent
at the Ulysses spacecraft during its polar passage at solar
minimum. In one case an intense SEP event on 1994 Febru-
ary 20 was observed at Earth, followed by the passage of the
transient ejecta (Cane, Richardson, & von Rosenvinge
1996). The ejecta, a magnetic cloud, was also observed in
the high-speed wind at Ulysses, located at S54� and 3.5 AU,
but was accompanied by an SEP event orders of magnitude
weaker (Bothmer et al. 1995). The magnetic cloud produced
a forward and a reverse shock, and the SEPs were mostly
confined within the cloud itself. Thus, an alternative possi-
bility is that shocks are extremely difficult to produce in
polar CHs, but CMEs are very infrequent at the time when
the polar CHs are fully developed, so occasions when a fast

CME occurs and an observer is located in a fast wind from a
polar CH are rare.

3.2. Narrow Fast CMEs

The result that all 23 narrow (width <60�) fast CMEs
were not associated with gradual 20 MeV SEP events sug-
gests an intrinsic limitation of the ability of those narrow
CMEs to drive the shocks that accelerate SEPs. Such a limi-
tation was suggested in the result of Gopalswamy et al.
(2001) that only 6 of 101 CMEs associated with decametric-
hectometric (DH) type II radio bursts, attributed to coro-
nal/interplanetary shocks, were narrower than 60�. Fur-
ther, the average width of 142 fast (v > 900 km s�1) CMEs
limited to widths <200� and not associated with DH type II
bursts was only 66�. Thus, while we found many fast, nar-
row CMEs not associated with gradual SEP events,
Gopalswamy et al. (2001) also found a large population of
fast, narrow CMEs unassociated with DH type II bursts.

The reason that narrow CMEs are ineffective in driving
shocks is not clear. One possibility is that significant lateral
expansion of CMEs is required to drive perpendicular
shocks into adjacent radial magnetic fields. More than half
of the CMEs associated with the DH shocks of the
Gopalswamy et al. (2001) study were halo CMEs. This was
true even for limb events, indicating rapid azimuthal expan-
sion for those CMEs. St. Cyr et al. (1999) examined the
angular widths of CMEs observed in both the Mauna Loa
Mark III coronameter and the Solar Maximum Mission
(SMM) coronagraph. Their result was that CMEs expand
by an average 12� from the 1.15–2.4 R� field of view of the
Mauna Loa coronameter to the 1.7– 6 R� field of view of
the SMM coronagraph, but they did not attempt to distin-
guish among CMEs of different speeds and widths. We sug-
gest that a more detailed study to compare CME expansion
rates with shock formation may prove useful.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have argued that the high value of vflow þ vfast
expected in coronal fast-wind regions should result in fewer
or weaker CME-driven shocks arising in those regions, with
the result that fast-wind regions, with low O+7/O+6 ratios,
should show at 1 AU either a significant deficit in gradual
SEP events or steeper SEP spectra compared with those of
the slow-wind regions. Neither of these predictions was con-
firmed, suggesting that the shocks required to produce SEPs
arise in both kinds of solar wind. A small sample of fast
CMEs in confirmed fast-wind streams provided weak evi-
dence that higher CME speeds may be required to produce
shocks and SEPs in those streams. However, we do not have
enough events to provide solid evidence regarding shock
formation and SEP production in this type of solar wind.
We suggest that polar plumes are CH regions of low
vflow þ vfast in which CMEs can drive shocks and accelerate
SEPs. They appear to have elemental abundances with large
low-FIP enhancements without contributing significantly to
the fast-wind flow observed at 1 AU.

The study included a comprehensive sample of fast
(vCME � 900 km s�1) CMEs of which we find that all 23 with
widths less than 60� are not associated with gradual SEP
events. This suggests that some property of the narrow
CMEs makes them unsuitable for producing the shocks to
accelerate SEPs.
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